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Athena Synergy Activities 
Athena Synergies: scope 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u Identify scientific synergies between the Athena X-ray 
Observatory and contemporary observational facilities. 
u Draft classification: 
1.  Optical/NIR deep sky observatories (E-ELT, JWST, VLT, etc) 
2.  Sub/mm deep sky observatories (ALMA, NOEMA, APEX, 
etc) 
3.  Large sky monitoring facilities (LSST, Euclid, WFIRST) 
4.  Radio (cm) facilities (SKA and all its precursors) 
5.  Multi-messenger facilities (CTA, GW, CR, neutrinos) 
u Outcome of exercise: Produce a series of  Synergy White 
Papers (SWP) identifying and developing such synergies.  
Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u First ones to be developed 
•  ESO has a solid and stable long-term plan.  
•  Ground-based Optical/IR and sub/mm observatories. 
•  ESO-ESA agreement provides framework 
u SWG3.5 Multi-wavelength TP chairs (F. Combes, M. 
Salvato) provided draft list of synergy areas 30.10.2015 
u Collected further input from ASST and other TP chairs 
17.11.2015 
•  Spanning virtually all corners of Athena science case 
The Hot Universe (I) 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
1.  Early groups and clusters and their evolution: 
•  Obtain redshifts 
•  Physics of cluster/group galaxies: SED, age, metallicity, SFR 
•  Cold gas content of cluster galaxies, efficiency of star formation 
•  Ram-pressure tails: X-rays, Hα, molecular gas correlations 
•  Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect in high-z clusters 
2.  Structure of the intracluster medium 
•  Link between cold fronts and cavities in X-rays (ngas, T, metals) 
with Hαfilaments (optical) and cold molecular gas (mm) 
•  Fueling the central AGN,  regulation of AGN through feedback 
The Hot Universe (II) 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
3.  Missing baryons in cosmic filaments 
•  Correlate WHIM filaments with metal & Lyαabsorbers. 
•  Evolution of baryon and metal budget 
•  QSO proximity effects, fluorescent clouds 
•  SZ studies of WHIM filaments bridging across clusters 
The Energetic Universe (I) 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
1.  SMBH growth history (including obscured AGN) 
ü  Determination of optical/IR of distant X-ray sources (imaging) 
and redshift (spectroscopy) 
ü  Galaxy evolution: relationship between SMBH growth, SFR, 
galaxy disk & bulge growth, and cold gas content (Multi-
wavelength surveys) 
ü  ALMA surveys at high z. 
2.  AGN outflows and feedback 
•  Energetics of AGN: Fe Kα(X-rays), ionised and atopic gas 
(optical), molecular outflows (sub/mm) out to z~3  
•  Launch of UFOs, relation to BALs. Multi-wavelength 
campaigns, reverberation mapping 
The Energetic Universe (II) 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
3.  SMBH accretion disks 
•  Accretion disk (X-rays) versus BLR and NLR (optical) 
•  Measure SMBH mass at high-z (mm): faster growth at high z? 
(aided by lensing when needed) 
4.  Accretion physics.  
•  X-ray binaries: synergies with the optical 
•  Jets: time-resolved IR emission vs X-rays 
•  IMBH: ULX X-ray source association with optical and 
molecular clouds. RV to determine the mass of the donor. 
•  Massive star clusters formed in galaxy interactions, dwarf 
galaxies: X-rays, opt/IR and radio/mm 
The Energetic Universe (III) 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
5.  High-z GRBs 
•  X-rays (afterglows): close ISM environment, nature of 
progenitor 
•  Opt/IR/mm: host galaxy morphology, SFR, metallicity, 
morphology 
•  Fast Optical followup: more distant ISM in host galaxy  
Observatory Science (I) 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u Young Stellar Objects 
•  Spectroscopic monitoring trough MOS NIR spectroscopy of the 
core of stellar clusters where CTTS reside.  
•  Protoplanetary disks (mm) vs hot ISM (X-rays) 
u High energy emission from low-mass stars  
•  Effects on planetary systems elucidated through Athena and 
ALMA or SKA 
•  Flare activity in M stars at X-rays and IR  
•  Magnetic fields in M dwarfs, PMS etc via NIR Zeeman 
broadening, spectropolarimetry and long term RV  
Observatory Science (II) 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u Massive stars 
•  Winds: large scale structures from optical/X-ray monitoring 
•  Morphology of magnetic fields through spectropolarimetry 
u ISM and Supernovae 
•  X-ray ejecta, chemical enrichment vs dust (ALMA) & molecular lines 
•  Optical: mass loss, ISM enrichment 
•  SF feedback in X-rays vs molecular outflows & atomic and ionised gas 
outflows 
•  SNcc formation, mm monitoring 
u Solar System planets: Auroral emission from Jupiter, SW 
interaction with Mars and SS comets.  
Observatory Science (IV) 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u End points of Stellar Evolution 
•  RV measurements of old NS in binary systems to measure the 
donor mass 
Athena-ESO synergies Kick-Off 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u Kicked off in a very constructive meeting at ESO on 
17.11.2015: X. Barcons (ASST), M. Cirasuolo (ESO EELT 
PS), R. Ivison (ESO DSCI), K. Nandra (ASST LS), L. Testi 
(ESO ALMA PS).  
u A single team will develop two SWPs of Athena with: 
•  Optical/NIR observatories (E-ELT, but also VLT/I, 
4MOST and other 10-m class telescopes) 
•  Sub/mm observatories (ALMA, but also NOEMA and 
single-dish telescopes) 
Process 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u Draft list of synergy areas (pending final iteration with ESO) 
u Appoint small team (6-8 people) to lead whole exercise 
u Organise Workshop with community experts spanning the 
whole synergy areas (~25 people) 
•  Provide detailed input (studies, simulations etc) 
•  In-depth discussion.  
u Core team prepares the two SWPs after the Workshop 
u Review as appropriate and publish (electronically) 
u Duration of whole process: ~ 1 year 
Support 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u Athena Science Study Team establishing nationally funded 
“Athena Community Office” 
•  Lead by IFCA in Santander (Spain) 
•  Offers organisational & editorial support 
u First Synergy workshop will (likely) be supported by AHEAD 
(EC H2020 infrastructure/TNA grant) 
•  About 10 k 
•  In summer 2016 
•  IFCA offers to host it.  
u ESO will likely offer also support.  
Core team Athena-ESO 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u Experts covering the majority of identified synergy areas, at least 
•  Galaxy evolution,  
•  Clusters of galaxies 
•  QSOs (&absorption systems) and AGN 
•  GRBs, TDEs and other luminous transient phenomena 
•  SMBH, IMBH and stellar mass accretion physics  
•  YSOs, M-stars, exoplanets & SS bodies 
u From “both” sides, but hopefully comfortable at the intersection. 
•  Will need consultation and blessing as appropriate 
u Nationality & gender balance important 
u Need proactive people, not necessarily luminous figures 
Next steps 
17 November 2015 Athena Synergies with ESO facilities 
u Complete draft list of synergy areas (ESO) [1.12.2015] 
u Propose names for core team (all) [1.12.2015] 
u Notify ESA management of the progress achieved (KN) 
[20.11.2015] 
u Develop terms of reference for core Athena/ESO team, and 
membership [15.12.2015] 
u Start of Athena/ESO synergy exercise [1.1.2016] 
